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+441246201749 - http://sicilyrestaurantchesterfield.co.uk/

Here you can find the menu of Sicily Chesterfield in Chesterfield. At the moment, there are 15 dishes and drinks
on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Sicily

Chesterfield:
just like in Sicily (but without the beautiful weather.) my wife has suggested trying here and I am so glad that she

did it. we often visit us, I feel so good. the personal was great and eating was amazing. read more. The
restaurant and its premises are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physical limitations.

What Caroline Newton doesn't like about Sicily Chesterfield:
8.30 reservation was offered, confirmed I wanted 8.30 reservation only to turn up and be told to checked emails.
Checked emails nothing other than my email confirming reservation absolutely disgusting service!! Turned away
at 8.30 and no apology! Won’t be using in the future will stick to Lombardi’s! Food: 1 Service: 1 Atmosphere: 1

read more. At Sicily Chesterfield in Chesterfield, crispy pizza is baked fresh using a traditional method, and you
can look forward to the tasty typical seafood cuisine. Moreover, awaiting for you is typical Italian cuisine with

tasty classics like pizza and pasta.
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Appet�er�
FOCACCIA

Süß� Dessert�
TIRAMISU

P�z�
PIZZA MARGHERITA

Starter� & Salad�
RISOTTO

Starter�
SEAFOOD PLATTER

P�z� brea�
KNOBLAUCHBROT

Cocktai�
MARGARITA

Restauran� Categor�
ITALIAN

Past�
CARBONARA

SPAGHETTI CARBONARA

Ingredient� Use�
GARLIC

SEAFOOD

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

SPAGHETTI

PIZZA
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 17:00-22:00
Wednesday 17:00-22:00
Thursday 17:00-22:00
Friday 17:00-23:00
Saturday 17:00-23:00
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